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II.

Abstract-Energy efficiency in large-scale distributed sys

RELATED WORKS

tems has recently emerged as a hot topic. This paper addresses
some theoretical and experimental aspects of energy efficiency
by putting in perspective some assumptions made in this
domain and some observations and analyses. Based on some
experimental results and measurements, we revisit and focus
on some ''truths'' commonly assumed concerning the energy
usage of servers, the links between resource load and consumed
energy, the impact of

ON/OFF models, and some wrong

assumptions linking energy and virtualization.
Keywords-Energy efficiency; large-scale distributed systems;
energy awareness; green computing;

I.

INTRODUCTION

Green IT has recently emerged as a new research do
main [20]. Numerous papers focus on how to reduce the
energy consumption of large-scale infrastructures (e.g. dat
acenters, Grids, Clouds) and thus improve these systems'
energy efficiency. As new research challenges, the energy
efficient approaches must be built on serious and proved
assumptions. In the state of the art, we observe some basic
and rapid hypotheses regarding energy consumption and
efficiency which risk being accepted de facto. This paper
lists and clarifies some of these "myths" by confronting them
with realistic measurements and analyses we made. This
paper focuses on some received ideas associated to energy
efficiency in large-scale distributed systems and proposes
some measured and concrete facts which could moderate
some current approaches!.
After a quick overview of energy efficiency in large-scale
distributed systems in section II, this paper addresses three
main aspects in energy efficiency:
•

•

•

the understanding of the energy usage of Grids and
Clouds nodes, and the links between resource usage
and energy consumption (section III) ;
the large-scale deployment of ONIOFF models and
their impact on energy reduction and on infrastructures
(section IV) ;
the choice of virtualization as the ultimate approach for
energy efficiency (section V).

1 Some experiments of this article were performed on the Grid5000
platform, an initiative from the French Ministry of Research through
the ACI GRID incentive action, INRIA, CNRS and RENATER and
other contributing partners (http:/ /www.grid5000.fr). This research is
supported by the INRIA ARC GREEN-NET project (http://www.ens
lyon.frILIPIRESO/Projects /GREEN-NETI).
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Energy becomes a key challenge in large-scale distributed
systems such as Grids [10], [27], [36] and Clouds [31], [24].
These infrastructures require more and more power. Several
works are conducted to address this issue at different levels.
Some studies are focused on specific node components, e.g.,
network interface cards [12], storage disks [1], CPUs [30],
[9]. In [10], the authors propose a model of energy con
sumption based on CPU activity. Another approach consists
in deducing energy consumption by using event-monitoring
counters [3], [21]. Other studies are more general and deal
with e.g., ONIOFF algorithms [4], load balancing [21], task
scheduling [16], [4], [40] or thermal management [3], [10].
Some works prove that temperature issues are really close
to energy issues and show that they belong to the same loop
[27], [21]. Indeed, if the nodes' heat production decreases,
then so will energy consumption, since the fans and the cool
ing system will be used less. Thus, in order to reduce energy
consumption, the nodes should be shut down or run in slower
mode. Finally, virtualization seems to be another promising
technique to decrease energy consumption [35], [23], [34]
and can be combined with consolidation algorithms [31] and
migration options [37], [7].
III. Is

IT EASY TO UNDERSTAND AND ANALYSE THE

ENERGY CONSUMPTION OF DISTRIBUTED RESOURCES?

A. Does homogeneous servers have the same energy con
sumption?
Many works assume that homogeneous nodes have the
same power consumption [32], [18]. In practice, we ob
serve a different reality. We have dynamically collected the
consumption in Watts of 3 sets of homogeneous servers:
two IBM eServer 326 (2.0 GHz, 2 CPUs per node), two
Sun Fire v20z (2.4 GHz, 2 CPUs per node) and two HP
Proliant 385 G2 (2.2 GHz, 2 dual core CPUs per node).
To measure the real consumption of some machines, we
use external watt-meters. With this infrastructure, we can
collect one measure per second per machine. Figure 1 shows
that homogeneous servers have different consumptions for
different kind of activities which can be representative of
the life of server nodes: nodes switched off (but plugged
in the wall socket), booting, having intensive disks accesses

Consumption of 6 different computers in Watts
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cool down. The idle consumption after that was 189 Watts.
This represents a 5,5% difference, which is not negligible.
A node's consumption can be influenced by various and
numerous factors which should not be neglected, since they
lead to consequent variations. The identification of these
factors is hard and more work is required before we can
propose mathematical models of the link between those
factors and the variations in energy consumption.
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B. Does the OS have no impact on energy consumption?
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Energy consumption of 6 nodes when they are idle

(hdparm), experimenting intensive high-performance net..
work communication (iperf), or having intensive CPU
usage (cpuburn). Figure 2 shows the servers' consumption
when they are idle (doing no job but switched on) since
a long period of time. In the remainder of this paper, we
will call this consumption the idle consumption of a node.
Let us point out that this consumption can be important
compared to the consumption when the node performs a
task. The consumption of a node does not depend only
on its architecture and on the application it is running.
It also depends on e.g., its position on the rack and its
temperature. A cooler node will consume less energy, since
it will start its fans less often. According to [10], fans can
represent 5% of the consumption of a typical server. We
conducted another experiment to show that the consumption
of a node can be influenced by many factors. We measured
the consumption of a typical server (IBM eServer 326) in
a rack full of running servers. Its idle consumption was
200 Watts. We then switched off all the nodes in the rack
but this one, and we waited one hour to let the nodes

Computing system manufacturers provide more and more
opportunity to manage the power for many of the system's
components (e.g., CPUs, hard drives, fans, SATA links,
Ethernet adapters). However, taking advantage of these new
features requires two things: the right BIOS version and
configuration, and a modern operating system. Without
them, power saving is compromised [38]. For example, a
monolithic kernel like Linux has full control over the system
components allowed to be managed. It can regulate its
activity and energy consumption to meet thermal or energy
constraints. This is commonly done through the standard
ACPI interface. A simple experience has been conducted by
some members of the Lesswatts project. They measured the
overall consumption of a server running the same application
using 5 different versions of the Linux kernel (from 2.6.22
to 2.6.26). Thanks to the efforts made by Linux's core devel
opers, a noticeable power consumption reduction is shown
(cf. http://www. lesswatts.org/results/server). For a few years
now, processors have been able to change their working
frequency and voltage on-demand in order to reduce power
consumption. Today, this technology2 is commonly available
on modern server nodes, although rarely exploited by default
2Technologies Powernow! and Cool'n 'Quiet (from AMD), and Speedstep
(from IN TEL), allow reducing tension depending on the frequency, and
deactivating unused processor parts.

by the operating systems. First, the P-states (processor
performance states) define different frequencies supported
by the processor. In Linux, the CPUjreq infrastructure
allows control of the P-states thanks to governors, which
decide which available frequency between the minimum
and maximum frequencies must be chosen. Second, the
C-states (processor idle states) propose several CPU idle
states. CO is the operational state, the others are idle states.
The higher the number, the less energy consumed by the
processor and the more time it takes to become active
again. Keeping a processor idle for a long period can allow
power savings, but this requires reducing CPU wake ups
when the processor is idle by disabling useless services and
processes. Since version 2.6.24 of the Linux kernel, there is
an option available called Dynamic ticks or tickless kernel
(NO_HZ) which allows waking up the processor only when
required. In brief, OS design definitely has an impact on the
system's energy consumption [2]. This can be accentuated
if OS developers do not take advantage of the features
manufacturers provide. In order to save energy, the CPU
cores must be awoken only when required.
C. Is the relation between CPU load and energy consump
tion linear?

To design and build new data centers and new distributed
systems, power-provisioning strategies are required. Those
strategies are hard to elaborate, even in the current large
scale distributed systems, due to the lack of power-usage
data. Indeed, most facilities lack energy sensors and on
line power-monitoring tools. Studying power usage in such
infrastructures is a difficult task. That is why we need
power models to estimate the energy consumption. nodes in
such large-scale distributed systems. We have seen in Sec
tion Ill-A that a node's energy consumption does not only
depend on the node's architecture and on the application it
is running. Other factors must be considered, and a more
detailed analysis is required. This can be done by studying
the energy usage of the node's main components: e.g., CPU,
disk, network card. In [10], the authors present a typical
server's peak power, per component (CPU, memory, disk,
PCI slots, motherboard, fan). These results show that CPUs
are the most consuming components. However, each compo
nent does not have a fixed energy consumption. It depends
on the load experienced by the component. To model the
node's overall consumption, we need to understand the link
between CPU load and energy consumed. Several papers
deal with modeling the CPU's energy consumption based
on its load [33], [3], [10]. In [33], authors present an energy
model at the instruction level. In [10], authors modelize
energy consumption according to CPU activity. Another
approach consists in deducing it by using event-monitoring
counters [3]. The common idea is often that the CPU's
energy consumption is directly proportional to its load [10],
[5], [32]. We have done several experiments showing that

it is wrong. The experiments have been done on three IBM
eServer 326 (2.0 GHz, 2 CPUs per node) and three Sun Fire
V20z (2.4 GHz, 2 CPUs per node). All six nodes have two
CPUs, thus a 200% usage means that the two CPUs are fully
loaded. The CPU load is given by the system (we use the
htop3 and sar4 commands). On each of these six nodes,
we apply successively three different types of load and each
of these loads is going to fully load the nodes. So, the CPU
usage is the same for those three loads on the six nodes.
We then compare the energy consumed by the six nodes
during these three experiments. First experiment shows the
electric consumption of the 6 nodes while a stress5 tool
is running. We find that the consumption increases by 12%
to more than 17% compared to the idle consumption for
each node. During this experiment, the load of the CPUs
reaches 200% for each node. Second experiement is similar,
but with two cpuburns (one for each CPU). We see that
the energy consumption increases more than in the previous
experiment: from 17% to 21%. For the last experiment, we
launch 2 cpuburns simultaneously and an iperf. This
puts the load of the CPUs at 200%. However, we see that
it only increases the electric consumption by 16% to 23%
compared to the idle consumption. These values are smaller
than in the previous experiment although we added another
task (the iperf application) which used the network card
interface. We have compared the results of the last three
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Figure 3.
Comparison of the energy consumption of three applications
that fully load the CPU.

experiments on Figure 3. For three different experiments
that fully load the CPUs, the electric consumption reaches
widely different values for the two types of node architec
tures. The difference can reach 14% (compared to the idle
consumption of the node), which is not negligible. Although
CPU utilization has an impact on power consumption, the
impact is not linear as stated in several works [10], [5],
3 htop is a system-monitor tool that produces a frequently-updated list of
processes with their CPU-usage percentage.
4sar is a Solaris-derived system-monitor command used to display CPU
activity.
5 stress is a tool used to evaluate the perceived performance under heavy
load.

[32]. It is indeed not possible to have a linear function
which has three values with the same abscissa (we have three
different power consumption values for the same CPU load)!
In [39], the authors observe the same phenomenon: the
energy consumption model of each application is different.
In fact, the relation can be linear under two really restrictive
(and not realistic) conditions: (a) the type of workload should
be the same (similar utilization of the CPU not like our three
kinds of workload); (b) the external environment must be
the same (workload and temperature of the neighbouring
nodes, external temperature, location in the rack as seen
in Section III-A). Moreover, even though tools like top
shows a CPU usage of 100%, CPU power consumption is
not necessary maximal. It may depends of the instructions
set in use or the quantity of RAM size accessed by the
running application. Then, relation between CPU load and
energy consumption can not be linear.
D. Is the relation between network load and energy con
sumption linear?
A lot of electricity (and money) is wasted to keep network
hosts fully powered on, just to maintain their network pres
ence. Proxying techniques are the good approach to solve
this issue in an energy-efficient way [17], [8]. Several works
aim to reduce the electric cost of networking equipments,
from network cards to switches and routers [13], [12].
Indeed, network cards are always powered on (when the
node is on) even when they have nothing to do. It represents
an important waste of energy with the scaling effects [13].
In [11], the authors describe their algorithm called Adaptive
Link Rate (ALR). It changes the link's data rate based on
an output-buffer threshold policy. This algorithm does not
affect the mean packet delay. This paper shows that the
energy used with the different Ethernet link's data rates
are not proportional to utilization. In [14], authors conclude
their experiments by saying that the energy consumption's
dependency on bandwidth is quite small and not linear.
They even show that for some network devices, moving data
consumes less energy than doing nothing. We have observed
similar results with our office's switch. So, some previous
works stating that switch power consumption depends on the
number of sent bits [41] are no more up-to-date to model the
energy consumed by switches. As for CPU, the link between
load and energy consumption is not linear in networking
devices.
E. Is the relation between disk load and energy consumption
linear?
Storage represents a significant percentage of datacenter
power [43]. Thus, managing and reducing disk power con
sumption is a necessary target to decrease the total power
consumption of large-scale distributed systems. Some work
has been conducted to model and link disk performance
and disk power usage [42], [1]. In [15] the authors show

that the power used for the standby and idle modes of
disks can be reduced significantly. The power consumption
of disks is composed of a fixed portion (the idle state
which includes the spindle motor) and a dynamic portion
(JlO workload, data transfers, moving of the disk head
during a seek operation) which represent about one third
of the disk's total consumption [1]. Disks offer three type
of functions: seeking, reading, and writing. Those three
operations have different consumptions [42] since they affect
the dynamic portion. In [1], the authors show that the total
power consumption of an enterprise disk drive is not a linear
function of the number of JlOs per second. This means
that less power is consumed relatively per each JlO (seek
operation). This phenomenon is due to the fact that a larger
number of concurrent JlO requests to the disk increase the
internal disk queue and, therefore, JlOs can be reordered
so as to shorten the seek distance and thus reduce power
consumption. We have seen through the examples of the
three main components (CPU, network interface, disk) of
the nodes in large-scale distributed systems, that the link
between what we use (load and performance) and what we
pay (electric consumption) is not linear. This complicates
the problem and makes it harder to find an optimal trade-off
between performance and electric cost.
IV.

SHOULD WE USE LARGE-SCALE

ON/OFF

AS MUCH

AS WE CAN?

A. Is Intensive and systematic ON/OFF the perfect approach
for saving energy?
On/Off algorithms are among the first investigated ap
proaches to reduce energy consumption in large-scale dis
tributed systems [4]. The idea is to switch off the unused
nodes because the idle consumption is really high (see
Figure 2). Moreover, we have seen at the end of Sec
tion III-A that switching off some nodes can also reduce
the consumption of the neighbour nodes which are still
running. For these reasons, it seems a good idea to switch
off the nodes as soon as they are not used. However,
as shown on Figure 1, node boot can induce significant
consumption peaks. Consequently, the infrastructure's global
power supply must support all these peaks simultaneously.
If this is not the case, alternative solution must be chosen
like sequentially perform ON/OFF operations or by tuning
server configuration. For example, the BIOS of some servers
proposes an option to add a random delay (between 0 and
50 seconds) before switching on the node. Another problem
that occurs with intensive ON/OFF algorithms [4], [28] is the
energy cost of switching on and off. If the idle time between
two jobs is too short, it will consume more energy to switch
off and on again than if the node is left idling between
the jobs. We call that critical time Ts [26]. In [25], we
present EARl (Energy-Aware Reservation Infrastructure) our
framework to manage green large-scale distributed systems.
EARl embeds some prediction algorithms to predict the next

jobs/reservations of resources. They are used at the end of
each job to see if these job's nodes should be switched off
(if the next predicted job is in more than Ts seconds) or if
they should be let on (if the next predicted job is in less
than Ts seconds). In [25], we have compared EARl with
a different policy: always switching off the nodes at the
end of a job if there is no job after (so no prediction). To
compare these policies, we have used traces from Grid5000,
a French experimental Grid consisting of about 5000 cores
geographically distributed over 9 sites in France. The results
of this experiment are shown on Figure 4. Idle consumption
(Pidle) is around 190 Watts on average. But we also show the
results for two smaller idle consumption since we hope that
in a near future, server constructors will be able to reduce
this value. 100% represents the ideal consumption: it is the
case where no prediction error is made (i.e., the future is
known, which is never the case! ). These experiments with
different Ts show that in all the cases, energy results are
better with prediction. Thus, systematic intensive ON/OFF
approach is not always the greener approach. Coordinated
energy-consumption models and prediction algorithms could
greatly improve ON/OFF models in terms of both energy and
performance.
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Proliant (385 G2), the off consumption represents 15% of
the idle consumption. This off consumption must thus be
considered when designing algorithms and frameworks to
manage resources in an energy-efficient way. Booting and
halting a node consume energy by generating peaks of con
sumption (mostly for the boot startup), as seen on Figure 1.
These energy costs may be reduced by using suspend-to-disk
or suspend-to-RAM techniques. In [19], some experiments
on two notebooks and one desktop machine show that the
standby mode (ACPI S1 state, only a few parts of the board
are switched off) is not energy efficient compared to the off
state. However, it shows that the two notebooks consume
as much energy when they are off than when they are in
suspend to RAM mode. We plan to study more deeply the
energy costs of these techniques. Another mean to reduce
the energy costs due to boots and halts, is to reduce the
number of such operations by aggregating the jobs in time
on the same resources. This is another feature included in
EARl [26]: if the user agrees, jobs can be "glued" together
(one after the other on the same resources) to save one
haltlboot cycle. We demonstrate in [26] on Grid5000 traces
that this technique can save significant amounts of energy.
V. Is

B. Does a switched-off node consume energy?
To limit the energy waste, it is important to switch off
nodes when they are not used since the idle consumption is
still really high even with modern computers. Some works
assume that the consumption of switched-off nodes is zero
(as stated in [28]). However, we observe that nodes still con
sume energy when they are off (Figure 5). The consumption
of a plugged-node when it is off is called the off consump
tion. For the HP Proliants, the off consumption represents,
on average, 10% compared to the idle consumption of these
nodes. So, this otf consumption is not null, nor negligible,
nor stable and depends on the architectures. This can be due
to the card controllers embedded in those nodes which are
used to wake up the remote nodes. These off consumptions
have widely decreased over the server generations, but there
is still room for improvements. Indeed, for the two HP

Consumption of 6 nodes when they are off

VIRTUALIZATION THE PANACEA FOR ENERGY
EFFICIENCY?

Virtualization solutions appear as alternative approaches
for companies to consolidate their operational services on
physical infrastructure, while keeping specific features inside
the Cloud perimeter (e.g., security, fault tolerance, reliabil
ity).
A. Does virtualization techniques increase energy consump
tion?
Virtualization presently seems to be the most privileged
technique to reduce energy consumption in large-scale dis
tributed systems [35], [23], [31], [34]. Common criticism is
that virtualization increases the energy consumption for a
given application. We have found no paper in the litterature
able to either support or deny this assumption. To clarify

this issue, we installed Xen 3.26 on a Sun Fire v20z. The
idle consumption was identical to that with a GNUlLinux
Debian distribution. We then launched a cpuburn in a
virtual machine (512 MB of RAM and one virtual CPU)
and we saw that the energy consumption is the same with
or without virtualization (the difference is less than 1 Watt).
Our next experiment was to launch two cpuburn on the
same machine without virtualization and two cpuburn
in two different virtual machines. We also obtained the
same consumptions (the difference is less than 1 Watt).
Finally, we did the same experiment with an iperf and
we observed that, inside a virtual machine, this intensive
networking application consumes 7 Watts more on average
(this represents 4% of the idle consumption). This effect is
due to the poor management of the network allocation in
Xen 3.2. The next versions are expected to solve this issue.
We conducted the same experiment with a HP Proliant 385
G2 and with Xen Server 5.0 (which is more recent than Xen
3.2) and a Debian. The idle consumptions with the Debian
and with a virtual machine on Xen Server 5.0 were still
identical. We then did the experiment with a cpuburn in
a virtual machine (512 MB and one virtual CPU) and a
cpuburn in a Debian. There was a 2% difference between
the two consumptions (the virtual machine experiment was
the less consuming one). These experiments lead to conclude
that virtualization with a recent hypervisor does not imply
any energy overhead for computing tasks. However, we have
not studied the time overhead which should be induced
by the CPU overhead in the device-driver domain [6] (a
virtual machine cannot always run on an entire physical
CPU, the resources are shared). As pointed out in [36],
virtualization still leads to a waste of resources since the
hypervisor needs resources and this reduces the possibility to
put several virtual machines on the same node. This issue is
not often taken into account in the design of energy-efficient
frameworks for virtualized distributed systems.

over MANIWAN [37] than in a cluster. IP addressing is a
problem since the system should change the address of the
migrated virtual machine which does not remain in the same
network domain. However, this technique is not free in terms
of consumption. In Figure 6, six cpuburn in six different
virtual machines (Xen Server 5.0) are launched at 10 seconds
on Cloud node 1 with a one second interval. Then, all
the virtual machines are migrated to Cloud node 2. The
apparition of the fifth and the sixth jobs does not increase the
consumption. Indeed, as the jobs are CPU intensive (cpuburn
uses 100% of a CPU-core capacity) and as there are only
four cores on the node (2 dual core CPUs), they are fully
used with the first four virtual machines. The fifth virtual
machine appears as "free" in terms of energy cost because
it shares already fully used resources. This phenomenon
is a form of competition for the physical resources. Each
cpuburn job lasts 300 seconds (Figure 6). At t
110, we
launch the migration of the 6 virtual machines from Cloud
node 1 to Cloud node 2. The migration requires sustained
attention from the hypervisor that should copy the memory
pages and send them to the new host node. For this reason,
it cannot handle 6 migrations at the same time, so they are
done one by one. The competition occurs and we see with
the power consumption of Cloud node 2 that the virtual
machines arrived one by one. The consumption of Cloud
node 1 begins to decrease during the migration of the third
virtual machine. At that time, only three virtual machines
are still running on the node. Each job ends 5 seconds
late. The competition on resources that occurs during the
migration request does not affect more the jobs running on
the last migrated virtual machines since they are still running
while they wait for the migration. There is an "expensive"
=

B. Is (Live) Migration of virtual machines free?
In [24], we present the Green Open Cloud, a dynamic
energy-aware cloud framework which uses virtualization
to allow high performance, improved manageability, fault
tolerance and uses migration to bring the benefit of being
able to move workload between virtual machines. Live
migration [7] greatly improves the capacities and the features
of Cloud environments: it facilitates fault management, load
balancing, and low-level system maintenance. Migration
operations mean more flexible resource management: when a
virtual machine is deployed on a node, it can still be moved
to another one. It offers a new stage of virtualization by
removing the concept of locality in virtualized environments.
However, this technique is complex and more difficult to use
6Xen is a virtual-machine monitor that allows several guest operating
systems to run concurrently on the same computer hardware.

Figure 6.

Time (seconds)

Migration of 7 Virtual Machines

moment in terms of energy during the migration when the
two nodes consume energy for the same virtual machine.
So, migration energy cost should not be neglected as it is
sometimes implicitly the case [22]. Moreover, this first result
does not include the network's energy usage. Our typical
application does not require disk usage and data, so the
virtual machine is lightweight and thus fast to migrate.

VI.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

IT energy consumption "only" represents 3 to 5% of
CO2 emission in the world which is similar to the aviation
transport. While small in amount, this usage is symbolic
because IT can greatly influence by their solutions other
industrial and research domains [29]. We have shown that
understanding and modelizing the energy consumption of
large-scale systems infrastructure is a complex task de
pending on various contexts (e.g., location, usage... ). Using
intensive ON/OFF techniques is an important approach to
reduce energy consumption. But these solutions must be
performed in an intelligent and coordinated way. Virtualiza
tion solutions should be carefully taken into account when
dealing with energy reduction. This paper does not present
an exhaustive list of aspects of energy efficiency. Some open
questions and myths remain. The next open questions we
plan to address are: (i) Is CO2 the right metric to measure
and expose the energy usage of IT infrastructures? (ii) Do we
still need to support the same quality of experiment while
reducing energy usage or do we need to enforce energy
aware policies?
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